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free charge on one-dimensional, finite
particular, a system of two such conequal but opposite charge can be
cross section of a parallel plate
free charge distribution on the plates
.. dldted as a function of plate separation.
=~~~~ proc,.re of Merrill', the electric field
the edges of the plates has been
... II& 111111 CCIIIPired to that produced by a unifonn
.,.. distribution·

metal film, nonlinear medium geometry (Kretschmann
configuration). Near the angle of incidence for surface
plasmon excitation we find the onset of bistable operation may occur for an incident power an order of
magnitude below that required previously. Furthermore,
the change in reflectivity as the incident power is
reduced below threshold can be a factor of ten.
Hysteresis curves for a silver film with CS 2 at angles
of incidence near the surface plasmon angle and for
visible and near infrared wavelengths will be displayed .
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*Suaroitted by H. J. Simon
lP.W. Smith et !l• Phys. Lett. 35, 846 (1979).
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system dynamics simulation
;ffei@te"d by Kane, (1) has been applied
of eneray policy developent and i111pact
10 til
.-Ipll for HYtral ~ities in northwest <llio. The
dlllld& poceclure J eich describes the dynaaical
~of a system of social variables, is coapared
litl tiiLtpaaian procedure for solving physical prob• • • c:a~p~ter procedure suitable for analydng
.a j.-uaa the results is described. Proposed
JDlicttlae treated as constraints on a pre-defined
SJSttl of iateracting social variables whose evolution
w.r tlla b followed and displayed &Taphically. Initial
Ill• ... • expected range for each social variable
m esu.tM .-c1 defined in teras of current social
.U.tlcu. 'l'he system evolution over time is followed
._ td.~ acl without policy intervention, and the
nsaltiD& tltajec:tories" for the social variables are
ta CGIII(IUid to gain insight into the potential iapact
tf tH proposed folicies.
~ ia part by t he U.S. Office of Education through
Gnat ...7104980.
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Demonstration. JOSEPH
vers
Oxford, OH.
~p~e~s--7~s~a~n~m~p~o~r~tant aspect
. Demonstrations involving
cla~~room setting can be especially effec"ve. An IUa.obile al ternator coupled to a bicycle
!liPid by 1 student allows the participant to sense work
~ng done.,. electric energy 1s generated. Using
the •IPPiratus in a laboratory setting students can
•tfr till deptndence of output vo 1tage on a1ternator
~t1•1 lpeed. The quantitative relationship shows
~st~~nt haw the generator principle is used in a
. . _• f1Mtruct1on of the apparatus, experimental
rtsu1ts, and student reactions are presented .
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Characterization of Phase Transitions
.in Vanadium Deuteridea. R. L. TOBER and G.
BAMBAKIDIS, wright State University. * -Resistivity and differential scanning calorimetry were used to locate transition points
on the VOx phase diagr~ for x in the range
0.5 to 0.8 and for temperatures ranging from
100 K to 300 K. From the resistivity data,
the character of the t8S transition near
150 K at the stoichidmetric composition V4D3
was determined. The ~S transition temperature at this compositlon was also found from
x-ray diffraction measurements of the lattice
parameters of the orthorhombic vanadium lattice •
*Supported by the U.S • Department of Energy
through the Research Participation Program of
Monsanto Research Corporation-Mound Facility,
under contract No. DE-AC04-76-DP00053.
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Constraiats on Lepton Numbers in Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis. R.G. Tabak, Youngstown State University.---Predictions of the abundances of light elements
produced in the Big Bang using the Standa~d Hodel of
the Universe agree quite well with observation. this
appears to indicate that the Universe is open. However,
recent discoveries of both a theoretical and observational nature demonstrate that the mass density of the
Universe may be greater than previously expected. This
would require modification of the Standard Model, one of
the most plausible being the addition of neutrino degeneracy. Using the constraints that n "' 1 and that the
0
9
age of the Universe is between 10- 20 X 10 yrs., I
have obtained the following ranges of values for the
electron and muon numbers, respectively: -4.4X10-2 ~
L8 ~ 0. 439 and 6. 6 ~ IL 1 ~ 170. ·This enables one to
111
predict that 6.7 X 10- 6 ~ J Re/R ~ 1.5 X 10-s and 6X10-11

~ 7 Li/H ~ 2 X 10-9 • These values agree with the
C5

~

.--When an ,a thlete uses a bat, club or
a ball the colliding objects may not
f1 ww II isolated system. The athlete may inf l - the 1lplcl. To account for this possible in..- it 1s useful to introduce an effective mass
ll1 :' 1t111ete- striker system. This effective mass
tl'ati 112!_ors1111l1er than the striker mass. Illus._.~ •ru~~ baseball, tennis and golf will be dis-
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observed abundances of these elements.

*Submitted
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by Stephen Hanzely
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Note on the P-state Charmed Mesons - Especially the
Charmed 1+-mesons. J. S. RNO, U OF CINCINNATI, and
S. ONEDA, U OF MARYLAND.--The mass spectrum and hadronic decays of the P-state charmed mesons ~re investigated. A particular attention is paid to the
existence of a large mixing between the two charmed
P-wave 1+-mesons, called Rand J(, similar to the one
observed in th~ Q-meso2 s~stem; A simple quadratic
mass formula R -A12.~ -B or R2-Ql 2(1280)•R' 2-Q2 (1400)
is obtained. Two distinct mass spectra of the R and
R', together with their distinct decay characteristics,
are found possible. The theoretical framework used
is a purely algebraic one which extracts information
from the various asymptotic realizations of chiral
SU(4) x SU(4) charge algebra.
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